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Seating System

Karma Integrated Seating System

Born To Fit The Most Challenging Demands /
Born To Fit Better Solutions
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At Karma, every part of the users’ lifestyle is taken into
account while the seating system is being created.
The brand new KISS (Karma Integrated Seating System)
offers numerous thoughtful functions that make daily life
easier. The unique Push-2-Flip design is built in all supporting accessories to lighten the load of care givers
while transferring.
A fully adjustable seat frame, multiple power features and
various accessories have made KISS the best choice in
assisted mobility devices.

A New Chapter of the Balance of Performance
and Individual Clinical Needs
Features & Options

● Multiple power features- 50°tilt, 170°shearing force reduction recline,
30cm lift, power elevating legrest.
● Modular supporting accessories for advanced positioning.
● Push-2-Flip design for easy operation and transfer.
● Easily adapted to different chassis.

Headrest

Flip back and
detachable headrest

Power Lift

Power Tilt

Power Recline

-Conquer the challenges of
different height in daily life
by 30cm lift.

- 50° tilt provides perfect
share of pressure loading from
bottom to back and enhances
the posture stability.
-The advanced center of gravity
system features the most safety
and stability.

-With power elevating legrest and
170° shearing force reduction recline,
KISS provides the best seating comfort
and pressure relief.

Curve adjustable
headrest

- Easy to adjust by just one tool.
- Height and multiple-direction adjustable
to reduce the pressure of head and shoulder.
- Push-2-Flip for easy transfer.

Swing-away Controller

Upholstery Fabric

Perfect combination of user friendly
mechanism allows closely access to
the environment.

Waterproof, breathable
and stretchable upholstery for pressure relief.

Options of Legrest

Options of Armrest
Vertical legrest

Standard legrest

Elevating legrest

Power elevating legrest

Angle adjustable
footplate

Multi-adjustable
Footplate

Fully adjustable seating system
that grows with the user
Height adjustable
flip-back armrest

KISS allows for width, depth, back height and angle adjustments
to be made easily and quickly in the field, which can grow with the client.

Ergo armpad
offers comfortable
support for elbow.

Backrest Pan

Seat Pan

Pull-2-slide Seat Pan

Sliding Rail

Adaptable for Leon and MGN power base

Backrest Height

Seat Depth

T-shape height adjustable & detachable
armrest

Reclining armrest

Contour armpad
provides optimal
support of weak
upper limbs.

Padded armpad
offers comfort and
protection to elbows
and wrists.

Modular Supporting Accessories
- Modular supporting accessories with more than
a hundred combinations for advanced positioning.
- Sliding rail for easy adaption and adjustment.

Trunk support

Hip support

Pommel

Push-2-Flip design
With one simple button,
care givers can easily
swing away supporting
accessories and complete
the transfer.

